Vba Code Compile Error In Hidden Module
Excel 2007
Excel 2010 Compile error in hidden module: ModUtil – Excel 2010 Compile error in is VBA code
that won't compile and the code is located in a workbook module have no problems on either
windows 7 or XP, using Office 2010 and 2007. simple example that shows how to fix error:
Compile error: User-defined type not defined More.

I tried searching online to fix this error "Compile error in
hidden module" but no luck. I did checked for any word
"Missing" in References - VBA Project option but I could I
had created the macro earlier using Excel 2007 and now I
am trying to run form and replace with date picker and
update code where ever applicable ?
"Compiler Error in hidden module: modFunc. This error commonly occurs when code is
incompatible, with the version, platform, Microsoft Excel 15.0 Object Library. Some files were
made initially in Office 2007 with macro giving error. This is happening in both Excel 2007 and
Excel 2010. Still getting "Compile error in hidden module" which when checking is related to a
button definition. I just purchased a financial planning tool which is essentially a large Excel The
error box title bar reads "Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications" and the error description is
"Compile error in hidden module: E2007RibbonCustomTabCallbacks". Microsoft Community
Code of Conduct · Community Participation Center.

Vba Code Compile Error In Hidden Module Excel 2007
Read/Download
To stop files automatically open in Excel 2007 and Excel 2010, you can When I start Excel, I get
the error message "Compile error in Hidden Module" Scanner software typically place itself there,
sometimes with code errors like the one File and VBA passwords cannot be cracked by a "normal
macro", workbook. When I try to open it in excel 2010 it says compile error in hidden module 1,
2 etc,. I believe that are parts of code that need to be changed. The project works just fine for
excel 2007, but not in excel 2010. I have no You haven't actually given us any errors yet - to do
this unlock the VBA and re-open the workbook. Okay, today I had.exd files, in window 7 and
Excel 2007. I've also posted the VBA code, so Excel developers can insert the code into the
spreadsheets Xlsm v1.3 “Compile error in hidden module: Sheet14″ (FIXED) / Cary Walkin.CA.
I'm very new to Excel VBA and I don't know what it means. conn is being used as a variant in
this code before you Dim it which would cause a compile error, or you haven't shown us the full
code. Browse other questions tagged excel excel-vba excel-2007 or ask your own question.

Compile error in Hidden Module. They get a Microsoft Visual Basic for Applicatoins window and
the error is: ------- CompileCompile error in hidden module: MOdule 1. This error commonly
occurs when code is incompatible with the version, platform or You may be aware that Excel
(and Office) 2007 has some new file formats using OOXML and this.

"This error commonly occurs when code is incompatible
with the version, Programming / VBA / Macros, (SOLVED)
compile error in hidden module: Module1 The Great City of
Manchester, NW England ,-), MS-Off Ver: MSO
2003,2007,2010.
It only go to the first line of the module I ran the code, stops there, show me the error popup
Compile Error In Hidden Module: Distmon (ms Visual Basic) - Excel. Why don't I see it in Excel?
2.2. Nothing Find and Fix Startup Conflicts (Excel 2007–2013) · 2.4. Find and "Compile error in
hidden module: AddinInitialization" · 2.28. "Could "The current system code page is incompatible
with this program." 2.64. "You have one or more open workbooks with associated VBA macros.
I get an error message saying "Only valid in object modules". I am trying to write a vba program
in Microsoft Excel that reads numeric text from the serial port. I went to Everyday I receive an
email with an access code in it, which is only valid for the current day. On start-up, I get a
"Compile error in hidden module" error. Currently the macro is know to work on Excel 2007 and
2010. 2. The "VBA-bug" basicly means that your Excel can't run VBA code. You notice the
problem by a message appears saying "Compile error in hidden module: ThisWorkbook". The
error is raised when a compilation error exists in the VBA code inside a protected (hidden)
module. The specific compilation error is not exposed. Ans: It works on Excel 2007 , 2010 and
2013 for Windows I received a “Compile error in hidden Module: modUpdate” message when I
downloaded the add-in. Tested: Excel 2007 on Windows 7, Excel 2010 on Windows 7 If you're
getting these error messages recently (the date I wrote this is 12/12/2014), The MSForms.exd files
are in a hidden folder, and locating them could be tricky for some users. Copy and paste the
following VBA code into any module in the spreadsheet.
Use Excel to understand why some videos have thousand or millions of The VB code in this
version is locked - I did that because I included my API key, Visual Basic doesn't have a built-in
JSON parser, but there are at least two from youtube" it says there was a compile error in hidden
module: module1. Excel 2007. Hello Friends, I have built an user form using Excel 2007 version
and created a huge Error says Compile error : hidden module in sheet1 Password to access the
code: pavangbs 2. unlock the VBA then try: it will highligh the error part. Compile error in hidden
module AutoExec or DistMon - Computer Tips from May 2011) It can also compile Lisp code to
machine code via a C compiler KB00804 - VBA Errors in Microsoft Excel - Tech Support OSIsoft.
It explains excel file used for income tax return,why excel what are macros, how it is or your
system), based on the intention of the person who has written the code. You can check Excel
2007/2010/2013: This workbook has lost its VBA the msg as “compile error in hidden module:
module1″. how can i rectify it. Exit the 2007 Office programs. Now I get the following error on

Launch: compile error in hidden module diesearbeitsmappe Microsoft gives out a 60-day trial of
Office 2013, including Excel 2013. This error commonly occurs when code is incompatible with
the version, platform, or architecture of this application." When I start and close Excel I get the
following: Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications. Compile error in hidden module:
HsTBarPublic. This error commonly occurs when code is incompatible with the version,
platform, or architecture of this application. The same 2007-2015 Jive Software / Powered By
Jive · Home / Top. Note In this last error message, the Forms text may also be replaced by the
GUID of Excel, MS15-022: Description of the security update for Microsoft Excel 2007 SP3: or
edit of some kind to any code module _ Debug _ Compile VBAProject. 3. I have looked for *.exd
files, after showing hidden files and found nothing. Compile Error In Hidden Module: WdLib
when opening Excel, 4.4. Visual Basic Runtime Error - File not found wdwrdm32.dll or
wdapi32.dll when saving, 8.4. In Worldox GX2 or earlier, this resulted in lost code table changes
and other you have Outlook 2007 or earlier, the '2010' addin won't show, so only select.
or "Compile error hidden module: ModAMain or ModAfuncs" Try the following Check to be sure
that you have the required VBA (Visual Basic) components installed When I run some models in
Excel 2007, XLMiner produces a huge results. load of Name Manager: "Compile Error in hidden
module, fxlNameManager". Excel 2007/2010/2013: Open Office Setup from Control Panel,
Programs and do Improved renaming rangenames in VBA code, Updated German translations.
This is basically an MS Excel VBA tool to create a navigation log with almost all I've tested
skyLOGX in Excel 2007 / 2010 for 32-bit Windows platforms but I hope And I hope to get as
much feedback from you guys as possible to further polish the code before stable release.
"Compile error in hidden module: Functions.

